Realistic, everyday rewards contain multiple components. An apple has taste and size. 36 However, we choose in single dimensions, simply preferring some apples to others. How can 37 such single-dimensional relationships refer to multi-dimensional choice options? Here, we 38 investigated stochastic choices of two-component milkshakes. The revealed preferences were 39 intuitively graphed as indifference curves that indicated how much of one component was 40 traded-in for obtaining one unit of the other component without a change in preference, thus 41 defining the orderly integration of multiple components into single-dimensional estimates.
pathological decisions and their neural signals. 8 should elicit similar BDM bids despite varying bundle composition. We conducted a one-way 318 Anova on all BDM bids for bundles positioned on the same preference level, separately for 319 each level and each participant. The bids for bundles located on the same revealed preference 320 level failed to differ statistically (low level: P = 0.54 ± 0.06; medium level: P = 0.69 ± 0.06; 321 high level: P = 0.78 ± 0.05; mean ± SEM, N = 24 participants). Only three participants 322 showed significantly different bids for bundles on the medium preference level, and one 323 participant showed different bids for bundles on the high preference level (P < 0.05). Thus, 324 most participants showed similar BDM bids for equally revealed preferred bundles on same 325 revealed preference levels (while being sensitive to bundle amounts, as shown by increasing 326 bids across levels). The BDM bids confirmed the equal-preference trade-off between bundle 327 components independent of the binary choice mechanism used for assessing revealed 328 preferences. 329 The BDM bids were internally consistent. We used decoders to test the distinction of 330 bundle position across but not along preference levels. Using BDM bids, a binary SVM 331 decoder showed good accuracy of assigning a test bundle to its original preference level in 332 individual participants (mostly 50-70%; P = 3.789 x 10 -9 ) but failed to distinguish bundles 333 along same levels (43-51%; P = 0.1433) ( Taken together, the different estimation mechanism of BDM bidding provided good 360 validation of the estimated revealed preferences and their graphic representation by ICs.
362
Discussion 363 364
This study shows that ICs representing revealed preferences among multi-dimensional choice 365 options can be reliably estimated in a controlled and unequivocal manner using immediate 366 consumption of small payouts in repeated trials. The preferences followed critical 367 assumptions of formal theory that define the emergence of scalar utility and preference 368 measures (choice probability) from vectorial choice options, in particular the continuous, 369 graded trade-off between bundle components that transcends physical bundle composition.
9
These preferences were graphically well represented by the asymmetric and nonlinear ICs. 
